PRESENTING:
The friendliest Hebrew programs you've ever seen!

HEBREW WORLD

The newest, hottest CD-ROM on the market. Utilizing advanced phonetic concepts, this interactive program is ideal for children, yet sophisticated enough for the US embassy staff in Tel Aviv. Hebrew World is entertaining, intriguing and enlightening. Loaded with beautiful graphics, sounds and music, it is the friendliest, most effective Hebrew program you've ever seen.

SPEAKTIONARY-Speaking Picture Dictionary

Over 1800 files of sounds, pictures and videos. THE BEST COMPANION TO ANY HEBREW PROGRAM This exciting program includes Hebrew, English and transliteration for every picture. Easy to use, elegant, friendly, and entertaining CD-ROM for children and adults alike. Hear Man, Woman & Children's voices.

READING THE BIBLE IN HEBREW

Extra Bonus! (mention Bonus 1) - A great audio tutorial, that will train you to read Biblical Hebrew. Featuring narrated chapters of Genesis with 2 reading speeds: Normal and Slow! (see more details in this catalog).

TRANSLITERATED BIBLE

4000 pages, line-by-line, multi color Hebrew, English and transliteration of the whole Bible! Reach a 90% proficiency in reading Hebrew in one hour: Read the Hebrew text spelled with English letters. Full search capabilities in English and Hebrew. Windows and MAC compatible. Plus - FREE! MP3 CD with the entire Bible narrated in Hebrew (arranged by books). CD includes 65 hours of recording.

HEBREW CONVERSATION

Hear 25 Hebrew conversations and a short story with English translation, and start speaking Hebrew today! 2 ways of hearing segments: with English after every Hebrew sentence, and Hebrew only. In both options, you have the bilingual text on the screen. Accompanied with a booklet (that you print) with all Hebrew texts. Over 800 useful words!